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Selective effects of acute and chronic stress on slow and
alpha-theta cortical functional connectivity and reversal with
subanesthetic ketamine
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Anxious, depressive, traumatic, and other stress-related disorders are associated with large scale brain network functional
connectivity changes, yet the relationship between acute stress effects and the emergence of persistent large scale network
reorganization is unclear. Using male Thy 1-jRGECO1a transgenic mice, we repeatedly sampled mesoscale cortical calcium activity
across dorsal neocortex. First, mice were imaged in a homecage control condition, followed by an acute foot-shock stress, a chronic
variable stress protocol, an acute on chronic foot-shock stress, and finally treatment with the prototype rapid acting antidepressant
ketamine or vehicle. We derived functional connectivity metrics and network efficiency in two activity bands, namely slow cortical
activity (0.3–4 Hz) and theta-alpha cortical activity (4–15 Hz). Compared to homecage control, an acute foot-shock stress induced
widespread increases in cortical functional connectivity and network efficiency in the 4–15 Hz temporal band before normalizing
after 24 h. Conversely, chronic stress produced a selective increase in between-module functional connectivity and network
efficiency in the 0.3–4 Hz band, which was reversed after treatment with the rapid acting antidepressant ketamine. The functional
connectivity changes induced by acute stress in the 4–15 Hz band were strongly related to those in the slow band after chronic
stress, as well as the selective effects of subanesthetic ketamine. Together, this data indicates that stress induces functional
connectivity changes with spatiotemporal features that link acute stress, persistent network reorganization after chronic stress, and
treatment effects.
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INTRODUCTION
Anxiety, depression, and trauma-related disorders are highly
prevalent and associated with significant morbidity and mortality
[1]. These conditions are increasingly recognized as the result of
alterations to neural circuitry caused by repeated stress [2], in
particular, functional neuroimaging has identified persistent
changes to large scale network in stress-related disorders [3–5].
Yet, it is uncertain how discrete acute stress events impact
network connectivity, if at all. Tractable models can be used to
investigate how acute and chronic stress are related in brain
networks, and inform our mechanistic understanding of how
persistent network alterations emerge in stress-related disorders.
Stress results in an ordered neurochemical cascade to appro-

priately respond to threat, however chronic activation of this
response results in enduring behavioral and neurochemical
changes that are used to model human conditions associated
with stress, such as anxiety, depression, and trauma in tractable
species [6]. At the cellular level, chronic activation of the stress
response results in numerous changes that impact circuit function,
including altered neurotransmission [7], dendritic arborization [8],
as well as the development and maintenance of dendritic spines
[9]. These are reflected in changes in the functional organization
of large scale networks after chronic stress, as observed using

multiple modalities of brain activity measurement, including
functional magnetic resonance imaging [10–12], electrophysiol-
ogy [13], and mesoscale optical imaging [14].
There is limited data on the effects of acute stress on large-scale

networks in both humans and tractable species. In model
organisms, existing research has found changes in regional
activity after the administration of exogenous corticosterone
[15], but functional reorganization of brain wide networks has not
been reported. In human imaging, the effects of acute stress have
also principally been studied using a task based approach [16],
with some notable exceptions that have shown transient changes
in functional connectivity between functional networks [17],
particularly the default mode and salience networks [18]. As these
networks appear to be conserved between murine species and
humans [19], and are susceptible to reorganization after chronic
stress [14], it is plausible that network reorganization occurs
transiently in response to a single acute stressor and that this may
inform the persistent changes of chronic stress.
Mesoscale imaging using genetically encoded indicators of

neuronal activity resolves certain methodological challenges to
studying large scale networks in acute stress and how these relate
to a chronic stress phenotype. Mesoscale imaging, combined with
non-invasive chronic preparations [20] and fluorescent biosensors
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that sample directly coupled proxies of neural activity such as
intracellular calcium [21] permit repeated sampling of neuronal
activity over large expanses of cerebral cortex to describe large
scale network structure changes [22]. Ongoing advances in
genetically encoded calcium sensors have resulted in constructs
with favorable tissue penetrance properties and that are less
contaminated by hemodynamic intrinsic signal fluctuations
[23, 24]. Here, we use mesoscale imaging of spontaneous cortical
activity during quiet wakefulness in mice to align with human
resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging, with the
notable advantage that mesoscale calcium imaging affords
greater temporal resolution to examine activity functional
connectivity across different timescales of neural activity. We use
repeated sampling of neuronal activity to characterize changes in
large scale functional networks after acute stress, and how this
instantiates a chronic stress phenotype. We then examine how
rapid synaptogenesis with the rapid acting antidepressant
ketamine [25, 26] relates to both acute and chronic stress
phenotypes.

METHODS
Animals
Adult male C57BL/6J-Tg(Thy1-jRGECO1a)GP8.58Dkim/J mice (8–12 weeks
old), constitutively expressing the red-shifted calcium indicator jRGECO1a
under the Thy-1 promoter, were used for all experiments. Animals were
group housed on a 12:12 light cycle with ad libitum access to food and
water. All procedures were approved by the University of Calgary Animal
Care Committee (ACC) in accordance with the ethical standards set forth
by the Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC).
Complex and frequency-dependent sex differences have been identified

when examining largescale network changes in rodent models of chronic
stress [27]. Recognizing this complexity, before dissecting sex-specific
effects we sought first to test whether functional connectivity changes as a
result of acute stress ultimately inform the large scale reorganization that
results from chronic stress, or whether these are unrelated. Here, we test
this relationship in a single sex, however, the possibility of sexual
dimorphism is extremely deserving of further study.

Drugs
Ketamine Hydrochloride (Ketalean, Bimeda-MTC, Canada) was dissolved in
0.9% saline and administered at a concentration of 10mg/kg with
intraperitoneal injection (IP) in a volume of 200 µl.

Surgeries
Chronic window surgeries were performed in 7–8 week old mice as
previously described [20]. Mice were isoflurane anesthetized (4% induc-
tion, 1.5–2.5% maintenance, 0.5 L/min oxygen) with buprenorphine
(0.03mg/kg) administered subcutaneously for analgesia. Body tempera-
ture was maintained at 37 °C, eyes were lubricated (Opticare, CLC Medica),
and bupivacaine (Sterimax, intradermal, 0.05 mL) was administered locally
at the excision site. Following disinfection with 3x alternating chlorhex-
idine (2%) and alcohol (70%), the skull was exposed with a skin excision
from 3mm anterior to bregma to 2mm posterior to lambda, and bilaterally
to the temporalis muscles. A metal screw was fix to the skull with
cyanoacrylate prior to embedding in transparent dental cement (C&B-
Metabond, Parkell). A flat 8 × 8mm glass coverslip (tapered by 2 mm
anteriorly) was fixed to the skull with transparent dental cement, taking
care to avoid the formation of air pockets. Mice recovered for 7 days prior
to further interventions, allowing for full cement hardening and wound
healing.

Imaging protocol
Cortical calcium activity during quiet wakefulness was sampled using a
LabeoTech system (Montreal, QC) employing a macroscope (Nikon 55mm
lens, f/2.8 aperture) and a Quantalux 2.1 MP Monochrome sCMOS Camera
(Thorlabs). Using a 9.5 × 9.5 mm field of view capturing a large expanse of
dorsal neocortex, we acquired 16-bit images with 19.7 ms temporal
resolution (50 Hz) and 256 × 256 pixel resolution (26.2 px/mm). The
genetically encoded calcium sensor, jrGECO1a, was excited with a
567 nm LED (540/80 filter, Semrock) attached to an articulating arm

(10–15mW/cm2), and fluorescence emission was filtered with a 629/56
bandpass filter (Semrock). Focus was set ~500mm below the cortical
surface to minimize signal distortion from large blood vessels. Illumination
and frame capture was controlled using commercial software (Labeo
Technologies, Inc).
Mice were habituated to handling and head fixation with the embedded

screw over 5 days prior to acquisitions. Epochs of 22,500 frames (7.5 min,
50 Hz) were sampled at predefined timepoints. For homecage, acute stress,
and acute on chronic stress experiments, cortical activity was sampled at
baseline, immediately after homecage control/footshock stress and then
1 h and 24 h after the intervention. We also sampled cortical activity after
chronic variable stress (CVS), after pharmacological manipulation with
subanesthetic vehicle/ketamine and 24 h after vehicle/ketamine
administration.

Behavior protocol
For the acute stress condition, animals underwent a foot-shock stress
drawn from the CVS protocol [28, 29]. Animals received 100 shocks (3 s,
0.4 mA) over 60min delivered at random intervals using a shock generator
(Shocker LE 100–26, Panlab) via stainless steel bar floors (Panlab) in a
(19W × 21 L × 13H cm) foot-shock chamber.
A subset of animals underwent the CVS protocol [28, 29] to determine

how chronic stress impacts functional connectivity. This protocol consists
of twenty-one days over which one of three 1-h stressors are alternated to
prevent habituation. The three stressors consist of foot-shock stress (100,
3 s, 0.4 mA shocks delivered at random intervals as above), tail suspension,
and restraint in a 50mL falcon tube. To determine whether acute stress
resulted in a different pattern of functional connectivity changes after
chronic stress, on the 21st day of the CVS protocol animals underwent an
acute foot-shock stress with cortical activity sampling as per the acute
stress protocol.
One day following completion of the CVS protocol, mice were assessed

for a stress-related behavioral phenotypes on the open field test [30].
Briefly, mice were placed into a novel open field (40 × 40 × 60 cm) under
ambient light conditions and allowed to freely explore for 10min. Center
of mass was tracked using an overhead camera and tracking software
(ANYmaze, USA), and time in the arena center (A 29 × 29 cm square
centered in the arena, representing ~50% of the arena) was computed as
an index of stress-related behavior. One day following OFT, mice were
tested for novelty supressed feeding [31]. Mice were food restricted for
16 h prior to being placed in a novel habitat (28 × 18 × 12 cm) with clean
bedding and lab chow (LabDiet, USA). Mice were recorded with an
overhead camera (ANYmaze, USA) for offline scoring, and latency to feed
was taken as an index of stress-related behavior.
Four days after completion of CVS, chronically stressed animals were

imaged prior to and 24 h after treatment with a subanesthetic dose of
ketamine (10mg/kg IP), which has been shown to rapidly reverse
behavioral and network level effects of chronic stress [14], or a vehicle
control.

Image analysis
Image stacks were analyzed using custom-written MATLAB code (Math-
works, MA). Cortical activity during quiet wakefulness was expressed as
change in fluorescence over the mean pixel fluorescence across the
recording (ΔF/F0). Individual time-varying pixel signals were filtered in the
slow (0.3–4 Hz) and theta/alpha (4–15 Hz) band for analysis. Movement
episodes during imaging were identified as frames with outlier deviations
in image mean square error from a spatially highpass filtered median
image. Error frames constituted ~10% of frames in most recordings. Image
stacks were rigidly aligned to the Allen Institute for Brain Science mouse
brain atlas using five anatomical landmarks (the boundaries and midpoint
where olfactory bulb meets cortex, bregma, and the base of retrosplenial
cortex), and one functional landmark (primary sensory hindlimb region).

Functional connectivity analysis
Fifteen bilateral cortical ROIs (11 × 11 pixels, 420 x 420 µm) were selected
for a total of 30 ROIs based on a rigid alignment to the Allen atlas.
Correlation matrices were created based on the zero-lag Pearson
correlation of ROI pairs. Modules were identified using Louvian sorting
on the averaged correlation matrix pooled from all baseline recordings,
and the same module identity was used for all subsequent analysis.
Gamma value and module number for Louvian sorting was chosen to
maximize the number of modules while minimizing the number of
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singleton/doublet modules that contained only one region bilaterally. To
experimentally derive this value, individual baseline recordings were
Louvian sorted at a range of gamma values, and the difference between
total and singleton/doublet modules was calculated (Fig. S1). Connectivity
changes were calculated as a difference from baseline, normalized to the
baseline strength for each connection. To visualize network changes as a
result of the behavioral protocol, differences in the average matrices were
plotted as an undirected network diagram using modified code from the
Bioinformatics and Brain Connectivity Toolbox [32]. To facilitate visualiza-
tion, each connection was only represented if the correlation change was
+/−10% of the baseline condition. Average connectivity change was
calculated as a mean across connections for each recording. Within-
module connections and between-module connections were considered
separately. Two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to calculate
significant differences in average connectivity between groups and across
time. Significant interactions were followed up by post-hoc pairwise
comparisons. Network efficiency was calculated for each recording
(Bioinformatics and Brain Connectivity Toolbox [32]). Two-way repeated
measures ANOVA was used to calculated significant differences in network
efficiency between groups and across time. Huynh–Feldt corrected p-
values are reported where sphericity assumption was violated.
For linear classification, network connectivity changes from each

connection (435 edges) were used as response variables, with changes
from each mouse as observations in the fitclinear function (MATLAB).
Changes after acute stress and changes after the non-stress homecage
control were used as the two training classes, and changes after chronic
stress vs a non-stress control were used as the test data. Randomized
group identities (n= 100,000 permutations) were used generate a null
distribution for classification accuracy.

RESULTS
Mesoscale cortical Thy1-jRGECO1a imaging revealed activity
dynamics over a wide expanse of dorsal neocortex, and 15 ROIs
per hemisphere were identified based on alignment to the Allen
Brain Atlas common coordinate framework [33], (Fig. 1a). Sponta-
neous calcium dynamics during quiet wakefulness were readily
observed at multiple timescales and we focused on slow
(0.3–4 Hz) and theta-alpha (4–15 Hz) bands. Calcium dynamics
outside these temporal bands were either too slow to be
accurately sampled with our chosen recording duration, or too
fast to be captured due to temporal limitations in the calcium
sensor. Activity fluctuations in each ROI were zero-lag correlated
to produce a functional connectivity matrix for each power band.
To identify modules, the average baseline functional connectiv-

ity matrix in the 4–15 Hz band was Louvian sorted [32]. Module
discovery based on Louvian sorting is highly dependent on the
chosen gamma value, with higher gamma values resulting in more
modules. At the limit, a single module may be discovered, or each
ROI may be discovered as its own module. We sought to
experimentally determine a gamma value that maximized the
number of total modules discovered while minimizing the number
of singleton/doublet modules that contained only a single ROI
bilaterally. To this end, each baseline recording (N= 17) was
sorted at a range of gamma values and modules numbers (total
and singleton/doublet) were determined (Fig. S1). For all baseline
recordings, 5 or 6 total modules, with gamma values clustering
around 1.1, optimized our criteria. The average baseline functional
connectivity matrix was subsequently sorted using these experi-
mentally determined parameters, producing 5 modules that were
used for all subsequent analyses (Fig. 1a). All modules included
bilateral regions, reflecting the largely symmetrical activity
patterns present during resting state [34]. Two larger modules
encompassed 10 (5 bilateral regions), and 12 (6 bilateral regions)
ROIs, identifiable as an anterior sensorimotor module and a
posterior associational module. Two unitary bilateral modules, the
anterior cingulate (ACC) and the sensory barrel field (S1BF)
emerged. The final four-region module consistent of the motor
and sensory hindlimb regions. These modules were highly
conserved between animals, with consistent sorting of most
edges in most mice (Fig. S1). The least consistent sorting was from

lateral parietal and visual cortex ROIs that would sort with the
S1BF field in a minority of mice. A representative montage of slow
spontaneous calcium dynamics over 2 s is illustrated in Fig. 1b.
Figure 1c shows the average baseline functional connectivity as a
connectivity matrix from N= 17 mice in the 0.3–4 Hz band, and
this is represented as a biograph limited to the strongest 25% of
edges in Fig. 1d (within-module connections) and Fig. 1e
(between-module connections).
A representative montage of theta-alpha spontaneous calcium

dynamics over two hundred milliseconds is illustrated in Fig. 1f.
The Louvain sorted zero lag functional connectivity matrix is
illustrated in Fig. 1g from the same n= 17 mice, and the
associated biograph in Fig. 1h (within-module connections) and
Fig. 1i (between-module connections). Baseline functional con-
nectivity was broadly higher in the 0.3–4 Hz frequency band
relative to the 4–15 Hz band (Fig. S2), although the mostly strongly
connected edges were similar in both bands, and edges within the
anterior sensorimotor module were similar between
frequency bands.

Frequency dependent effects of acute stress on cortical
functional connectivity
Compared to a homecage control condition, repeated imaging
after acute stress (Fig. 2a) revealed temporal band specific
changes in functional connectivity. In the 0.3–4 Hz band, average
functional connectivity decreased in both stress and control
groups with repeated imaging, while no significant difference
was observed between groups (Figs. 2b–d, S3; within-modules
ANOVA Ftime(2,62)= 9.26, p= < 0.001; Fgroup(1,62)= 1.18, p= 0.29;
Ftime*group(2,62)= 0.66, p= 0.52; between-modules ANOVA
Ftime(2,62)= 19.14, p= < 0.001; Fgroup (1,62)= 2.24, p= 0.14;
Ftime*group(2,62)= 2.58, p= 0.084). Similarly, network efficiency
decreased across recordings with no significant difference
between groups (Fig. 2h; Ftime(2,62)= 4.02, p < 0.05; Fgroup(1,62)=
3.48, p= 0.072; Ftime*group(2,62)= 1.09, p= 0.32).
In the 4–15 Hz band, acute stress produced a significant

increase in functional connectivity relative to control (Figs. 2e–g,
S3), both within (Ftime(2,62)= 9.98, p < 0.001; Fgroup(1,62)= 14.50,
p < 0.001; Ftime*group(2,62)= 10.71, p < 0.001) and between
(Ftime(2,62)= 24.23, p < 0.001; Fgroup(1,62)= 11.24, p < 0.01;
Ftime*group(2,62)= 15.55, p < 0.001) modules. This was associated
with increased network efficiency (Fig. 2I; Ftime(2,62)= 22.16,
p < 0.001; Fgroup(1,62)= 12.78, p < 0.01; Ftime*group(2,62)= 13.75,
p < 0.001).
Post-hoc analysis indicated that this increase occurred imme-

diately (within-modules, t(31)=−4.66, p < 0.001; between-
modules t(31)=−4.51, p < 0.001; efficiency t(31)=−4.74,
p < 0.001) and at 1 h after stress (within-modules t(31)=−2.63,
p < 0.05; between-modules t(31)=−2.34, p < 0.05; efficiency
t(31)=−2.46, p < 0.05), before returning to baseline after 24 h
(within-modules t(31)=−1.81, p= 0.08; between-modules
t(31)=−1.09, p= 0.28; efficiency t(31)=−1.46, p= 0.16). This
data indicates that acute stress produces a broad increase in
cortical functional connectivity at 4–15 Hz that persists for at least
1 h and returns to baseline at 24 h.

Frequency dependent effects of chronic variable stress on
cortical functional connectivity
Next, mice underwent a chronic variable stress protocol (CVS), in
which a rotating stressor was presented for 1 h each day for
21 days (Fig. 3a). Behavioral assays confirmed a depression-like
phenotype in CVS mice as compared with control mice (Fig. 3b,
OFT center time t(19)=−3.23, p < 0.01, novelty supressed feeding
t(17)= 2.16, p < 0.05). After completion of the CVS protocol, mice
were imaged in the absence of an acute stressor to determine
whether baseline functional connectivity was altered. This resulted
in behavioral changes consistent with chronic stress, namely
anxiety-like behavior as measured by time in the center of the
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open field arena and latency in the novelty suppressed feeding
test (Fig. 3b). In the 0.3–4 Hz band, functional connectivity was
elevated both within modules (Figs. 3c, S4; t(19)=−3.80, p < 0.01)
and between modules (t(19)=−2.21, p < 0.05) relative to a control
group. Similarly, network efficiency was increased (Fig. 3d;

t(19)= 2.25, p < 0.05). As a subset of CVS mice did not show an
increase in 0.3–4 Hz network efficiency, we asked whether this
variability could be explained by an altered behavioral phenotype,
possibly representing resilience to stress [35]. However no
difference between CVS mice with decreased and increased
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network efficiency was observed on the OFT (t(13)= 0.23,
p= 0.82), or novelty-supressed feeding (t(11)= 0.16, p= 0.88,
Fig. S5). In contrast, in the 4–15 Hz band, no significant changes
were observed (Figs. 3e, S4; within-modules, t(19)=−1.44,
p= 0.16; between-modules, t(19)= 1.18, p= 0.25; Fig. 3f; effi-
ciency t(19)=−0.96, p= 0.35). A non-significant trend for
increased functional connectivity in between-module connections
the 4–15 Hz band in control mice (Fig. S4) may have represented a
mild stressor effect, due to a loss of habituation to head fixation
during imaging across the 21 day procedure. These results are
consistent with prior reports of increased functional connectivity
after chronic stress paradigms in mice [14], and suggest that
higher activity band connectivity changes get instantiated into
lower activity bands with repeated stress.

Similarities between acute and chronic effects of stress on
cortical functional connectivity
To determine whether connectivity changes during acute stress
predict the change observed after chronic stress, cross-animal
average connectivity change was correlated between acute and
chronic stress for each edge connection. A general linear mixed
effects regression model indicated a 3-way interaction between
acute stress timepoint, frequency band, and within/between
module identity. As acute stress changes were restricted to the
4–15 Hz band, and chronic stress changes to the 0.3–4 Hz band,
we focused on this cross-band relationship, with analyses
performed separately for between- and within-modules. Examin-
ing within-module connectivity, the effects immediately after
stress showed a strong relationship with chronic stress (Fig. 4a;
r= 0.53, p < 0.001), and was no longer significant an hour after
stress (Fig. 4b; r= 0.03, p= 0.74). Between-module connectivity,
however, showed persistent relationships between the effects of
acute stress and those of CVS immediately after stress (Fig. 4c;
r= 0.80, p < 0.001) and 1 h after stress (Fig. 4d; r= 0.67, p < 0.001).
These results suggest that transient functional connectivity
changes immediately after acute stress are highly predictive of
the sustained changes in functional connectivity after chronic
stress. To directly test the predictive utility changes following
acute stress, a linear classifier model was trained on network
changes after acute stress (vs control) in the 4–15 Hz band and
used to predict group identity from network changes after chronic
stress in the 0.3–4 Hz band. Connectivity changes immediately
after acute stress accurately predicted 75% of group identities in
chronic stress (Fig. 4e; p < 0.001), while connectivity changes 1 h
after stress were not significantly predictive of group identities
after chronic stress (Fig. 4f; p= 0.14).

Effects of acute stress challenge after chronic variable stress
on cortical functional connectivity
We next sought to determine whether chronic stress altered the
network response to an acute stress challenge. Animals having
completed the CVS protocol were therefore imaged before and
after a 1 h foot-shock stress and compared with the effects of the
same acute stress on naïve mice. Acute stress in CVS mice was
associated with a broad decrease in functional connectivity in the
0.3–4 Hz band (Fig. S6; within-module connections, Ftime(2,64)=
14.01, p < 0.001; Fgroup(1,64)= 1.51, p= 0.23; Ftime*group(2,64)=

2.97, p= 0.058; between-module connections, Ftime(2,64)= 18.3,
p < .001; Fgroup(1,64)= 1.23, p= 0.28; Ftime*group(2,64)= 5.15,
p < 0.01). Post hoc analysis after significant time by group
interactions indicated that chronic stress produced a larger
decrease in connectivity strength in “between-module” connec-
tions in the 0.3–4 Hz band immediately after acute stress as
compared with naïvely stressed mice (t(32)= 2.27, p < 0.05).
Network efficiency was similar between CVS and naïve mice,
with decreased efficiency in the 0.3–4 Hz band after acute
stress (Ftime(2,64)= 4.48, p < 0.05; Fgroup(1,64)= 0.37, p= 0.54;
Ftime*group(2,64)= 3.52, p= 0.052).
An increase in functional connectivity in the 4–15 Hz band

(Fig. S6, within-module connections Ftime(2,64)= 37.40, p < 0.001;
Fgroup(1,64)= 0.10, p= 0.76; Ftime*group(2,64)= 0.76, p= 0.47;
between-module connections Ftime(2,64)= 41.13, p < 0.001;
Fgroup(1,64)= 1.66, p= 0.21; Ftime*group(2,64)= 1.01, p= 0.37) was
observed in both CVS and naïve mice, with no significant
differences between groups. Increased network efficiency in the
4–15 Hz band was similar between groups (Ftime(2,64)= 41.60,
p < 0.001; Fgroup(1,64)= 0.89, p= 0.35; Ftime*group(2,64)= 0.75,
p= 0.47) after stress. Taken overall, the minimal differences
between naïvely stressed and chronically stressed mice in
response to an acute stress challenge indicate that functional
connectivity changes after acute stress remain intact and
unchanged after chronic stress.

Ketamine produces treatment and frequency dependent
changes in cortical functional connectivity
Subanesthetic ketamine leads to rapid improvements in depres-
sive symptoms in patients with major depressive disorder [36]. In
animal models it similarly leads to rapid reversal of behaviors
related to chronic stress [37] and normalization of cortical
functional hyperconnectivity in the slow band associated with
chronic stress [14]. After CVS, mice were treated with a
subanesthetic dose of ketamine (Fig. 5a). After 24 h, ketamine
reduced functional connectivity of between-module connections
in the 0.3–4 Hz band as compared with a vehicle control group
(Figs. 5b, S7; within-module connections, t(14)= 2.45, p < 0.05),
while within-module connection changes were not significantly
different between groups (Fig. S7; t(14)= 1.75, p= 0.102). Global
efficiency was similarly reduced (Fig. 5c; t(14)= 2.54, p < 0.05). In
the 4–15 Hz band, functional connectivity was not significant
reduced in within-module connections (Figs. 5d, S7; t(14)= 1.85,
p= 0.08), between-module connections (t(14)= 1.39, p= 0.19) or
global efficiency (Fig. 5e; t(14)= 1.80, p= 0.09).
Next, we examined whether ketamine’s effects were specific to

the functional connectivity changes that were induced by chronic
stress. We focused on the 0.3–4 Hz band where the effects of both
CVS and ketamine were most pronounced. Functional connectivity
changes were strongly correlated for within-module connections
(Fig. 5f; r=−0.68, p < 0.001), and strongly correlated for between-
module connections (Fig. 5g; r=−0.89, p < 0.001). As acute stress
produced functional connectivity changes in the 4–15 Hz band
that were correlated with CVS changes in the 0.3–4 Hz band, we
examined whether ketamine acted on a correlated set of
connections. We correlated the effects of ketamine in the
0.3–4 Hz band to the immediate effects of acute stress in

Fig. 1 Mesoscale cortical imaging in Thy-1 jRGECO1a mice. a Example raw image of the dorsal cortex during imaging. 15 ROIs per
hemisphere were identified. ROIs are colored based on emergent groupings from Louvian sorting of average connectivity matrix in the
4–15 Hz band, with an exemplar color-coded functional connectivity matrix. b Example activity montage over 2 s. 10 frames are plotted, with
calcium activity expressed as a change in relative fluorescence (df/F). c Functional connectivity matrix in the 0.3–4 Hz band. ROIs are ordered
based on louvian sorting. d, e Undirected weighted graph of functional connectivity in the 0.3–4 Hz band, colored based on louvian sorting.
For clarity only the top 25% of edge connections are plotted, showing within-module connections (d) and between-module connections (e).
f Example activity montage over 200 msec. Functional connectivity matrix in the 4–15 Hz band (g). Undirected weighted graph of functional
connectivity in the 4–15 Hz band. For clarity only the top 25% of edge connections are plotted, showing within-module connections (h) and
between-module connections (i).
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Fig. 2 Acute foot-shock stress elevates functional connectivity in the 4–15 Hz band. a Experiment diagram, illustrating repeated imaging
sessions before and immediately, 1 h, and 24 h after a 1 h footshock stress. b–d Biograph displaying the difference between acute stress
(n= 17) versus control (n= 16) in the change in strength of ROI connections in the 0.3–4 Hz band versus baseline (difference in difference).
Only edges where this difference exceeded 10% are displayed, and edge thickness and color scales with difference between groups. No
significant change was observed between acute stress and control in the 0.3–4 Hz band. e, f Biograph displaying the difference between acute
stress versus control in the change in strength of ROI connections in the 4–15 Hz band versus baseline. Both within-module and between-
module connections were significantly elevated in stress relative to control immediately (e) and 1 h after stress (f). h Global efficiency of the
network decreased in both acute stress and control mice, with no significant difference between groups at any timepoints. i Global efficiency
of the network increased in acute stress relative to control mice immediately after stress and at 1 h after stress. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001 follow-up pairwise comparison).
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4–15 Hz band. Both within module (Fig. 5h; r=−0.87, p < 0.001)
and between module connections (Fig. 5i; r=−0.89, p < 0.001)
were highly inversely correlated. This indicates that ketamine’s
effects on functional connectivity appear to be selective to the
functional connections that exhibit rapid shifts with acute stress in
the theta-alpha range and become persistent in the slow band
after chronic stress. The full set of timepoint, band, and module
specific correlations is available for chronic stress in Fig. S8 and for
acute stress in Fig. S9.

DISCUSSION
Here, we report that acute and chronic stress produce frequency
dependent alterations in functional connectivity during quiet

wakefulness. These frequency dependent changes exhibit pre-
dictive relationships as changes in one activity band after acute
stress become instantiated in another after chronic stress.
Moreover, treatment effects with the prototype rapid acting
antidepressant, ketamine, appear to be selective to the changes
that occur after acute and chronic stress.
After foot-shock stress, functional connectivity was elevated

immediately and 1 h after cessation of the stress, with recovery
after 24 h. This elevated functional connectivity was widespread,
but pronounced in “between-module” connections, i.e., those
more weakly connected nodes at baseline. This functional
connectivity elevation was prominent in the 4–15 Hz band, which
encompasses theta and alpha band oscillations, whereas in the
slow band (0.3–4 Hz), a qualitative but statistically non-significant
reduction in connectivity was observed. With 21 days of repeated
variable stressors, baseline functional connectivity was elevated in
the slow band, while no significant change was observed in
4–15 Hz band. When these chronically stressed mice were
exposed to an acute stress challenge, functional connectivity
elevated in the 4–15 Hz band similar to naïve mice. Administration
of ketamine to chronically stressed mice produced a profound
reduction in baseline functional connectivity 24 h later, reversing
the hyperconnectivity produced by CVS.
While a significant decrease in functional connectivity was

observed in the 0.3–4 Hz band in response to acute stress, this
change was not specific to stress and was also observed in
homecage control mice. As all imaging sessions involve restraint
for the duration of imaging, it is possible that, despite prior
habituation, the baseline imaging sessions in control mice
constitute a mild stressor that provokes connectivity changes
observable with subsequent imaging. Thus a transient decrease in
functional connectivity in the 0.3–4 Hz band may be a conse-
quence of even mild stress, while only more pronounced stress
produces functional connectivity increases in higher
frequency bands.
This study adds to an expanding body of work showing that

chronic stress alters functional connectivity in the rodent brain,
typically by elevating the strength of weakly connected regions
[10, 12, 14]. This change is observed with different stress
paradigms and different modalities of brain activity measurement.
Here we show that CVS [6], a commonly used model of chronic
stress with relevance to anxiety-like and depression-like pheno-
types similarly produces an increase in functional connectivity that
is specific to the slow band. Notably, we show that a single acute
stress experience is sufficient to increase functional connectivity,
although some differences are apparent. First, the connectivity
change is observed primarily in a higher activity band (4–15 Hz),
while changes in the slow band were smaller and comprised a
reduction in connectivity. Second, this change is transient,
returning close to baseline after 24 h. The neurobiological
response to an acute stressor is typically viewed as adaptative,
readying the organism for robust behavioral responses to adverse
events. Consistent with this general function, enhance cortical
connectivity, wherein weakly connected cortical regions become
more strongly connected may serve to enhance response
readiness during behavioral quiescence.
As acute stress produced functional connectivity elevation in a

different, higher frequency band than chronic stress, one
interpretation is that this connectivity change after acute stress
is necessary for subsequent instantiation of more enduring
changes in the slow band due to CVS. Our evidence that the
connections that change most strongly are common between
acute and chronic stress support this idea, however dissociation of
a frequency dependent effect requires additional investigation to
determine causality. The transience of the 4–15 Hz effect indicates
that it may reflect rapid and limited components of the stress
response, such as the catecholaminergic response to stress,
meanwhile the changes in the slow frequency band suggests

Fig. 3 Chronic variable stress elevates functional connectivity in
the 0.3–4 Hz band. a Experiment diagram. Mice received a baseline
imaging session prior to 21 daily stressors. 24 h after the final stressor
mice were imaged for a post-stress session. b The CVS protocol
resulted in stress-related anxiety-like behavioral changes, specifically
time exploring the center of the arena on the open field test and
latency to feed on the novelty suppressed feeding task. c Biograph
displaying the change in strength of connections in the 0.3–4 Hz band
after CVS (n= 15) relative to baseline. Both within-module and
between-module connections were significantly increased. d Global
efficiency of the network was significantly increased after chronic
variable stress in the 0.3–4 Hz band, relative to a control (n= 6).
e Biograph displaying the change in strength of connections in the
4–15 Hz band after CVS relative to baseline. No significant changes
were observed. f Global efficiency of the network was unchanged in
the 4–15 Hz band after CVS relative to a control. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001 follow-up pairwise comparison).
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that structural remodeling is required important [38], though still
within the same circuitry.
While CVS produced behavioral alterations consistent with

increased anxiety, we found no evidence that variability on center
time in an open field test or latency to feed in a novelty supressed
feeding test was associated with variability in functional
connectivity change in CVS mice. The possibility remains that a
broader battery of behavioral assays that encompass different
elements of a depression-like phenotype in mice may identify a
subset of behavioral changes that covary with the magnitude of
cortical functional connectivity change.

Considering the temporal profile of the jRGECO1a sensor [24] and
our acquisition rate (50 Hz), our approach has several spatiotem-
poral advantages by capturing cortical activity at higher temporal
scales than fMRI, but comes at the expense of characterizing brain
regions not in the field of view. Moreover infraslow and higher
frequency brain activity bands (notably gamma band activity and
high frequency oscillations) are not captured by our approach.
Despite these remaining limitations, our results emphasize the
importance of measuring brain activity at multiple temporal scales,
as a major stress-induced alteration in network activity would be
unobservable if constrained to a single frequency band.
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Fig. 4 Correlation between Acute Stress and Chronic Stress connectivity changes. a Comparing 4–15 Hz changes immediately after acute
stress with 0.3–4 Hz changes after chronic stress, within-module connections were highly correlated. A single correlation was calculated using
all within-module connections, colors indicate modules. b 1 h post stress, connectivity changes in response to acute stress are not correlated
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after stress, (f) but not changes 1 h after stress. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Pearson correlation).
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Fig. 5 Ketamine reverses functional connectivity changes after chronic stress in the 0.3–4 Hz band. a Experiment diagram. After 21 day
CVS and a post-stress imaging session, mice were administered ketamine, and 24 h later imaged in a post-Ketamine session. b Biograph
displaying the change in strength of connections in the 0.3–4 Hz band 24 h after ketamine treatment (n= 8) relative to connection strength
after CVS. Between-module connections were significantly decreased. c Global efficiency of the network in the 0.3–4 Hz band was significantly
reduced 24 h after ketamine treatment relative to a vehicle injection (n= 8). d Biograph displaying the change in strength of connections in
the 4–15 Hz band 24 h after ketamine treatment relative to connection strength after CVS. Between-module connections and within-module
connections were unchanged. e Global efficiency was not significantly reduced in the 4–15 Hz band 24 h after ketamine treatment relative to a
vehicle injection. Connection-specific correlation changes after ketamine treatment were negatively correlated to the changes observed due
to chronic stress. f Within modules, a strong negative correlation was observed between connection strength changes after ketamine in the
0.3–4 Hz band and connection strength changes after chronic stress. g Between modules, a strong negative correlation was observed
between connection strength changes after ketamine treatment and connection strength changes after chronic stress. Acute stress
connection strength changes in the 4–15 Hz band were highly negatively correlated both within modules (h) and between modules (i) with
changes due to ketamine treatment. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 follow-up pairwise comparison or Pearson correlation).
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Functional connectivity represents the sum of coordinated
activity that occurs as a result of direct and indirect anatomical
connectivity [39], and the physiological response to a single
stressor is an ordered neurochemical cascade that has synaptic,
cellular, and behavioral effects [40]. Notably, early phases of the
response involving monoamines and prolonged responses invol-
ving glucocorticoids in response to psychogenic or physical stress
collectively mediate neuronal activity and synaptic plasticity
changes in the cortex [7]. It is possible that the rapid evolution
of the acute functional connectivity changes, and their long-term
repercussions, are related to this ordered cascade. Acute stress
elevates extracellular glutamate [41–43], glutamate receptors [44]
and corticosterone treatment elevates mEPSC frequency and PPF
in slice [45]. Our data here suggest that stress mediated changes
in cortical neuronal function extend well beyond the prefrontal
cortex and produce widespread alterations in cortical commu-
nication. Future work will elucidate the mechanisms that
contribute to the acute changes in functional connectivity.
Subanesthetic ketamine provides a unique window for captur-

ing large scale functional network changes resulting from rapid
synaptogenesis. It results in rapid changes in key emotional and
cognitive circuits [25, 46, 47], in addition to global increases in
trophic factors [46]. These changes may be contingent on
glutamate bursting that we have previously described [14], and
increasing data suggests that synaptogenesis after subanesthetic
ketamine is not stochastic [26].
Our results here are limited to male mice. Sexual dimorphism in

the response to stress and models of depression are well-
documented [48], consistent with sex-mediated differences in
clinical populations. Moreover, functional connectivity differences
between males and females with major depressive disorder are
increasingly recognized [49]. Accordingly, sex-specific relation-
ships between acute and chronic stress reorganization will require
dedicated study.

CONCLUSION
Our data indicates that stress induces functional connectivity
changes with spatiotemporal features that link acute stress,
persistent network reorganization after chronic stress, and
treatment effects. Parallels between these canonically dichoto-
mized states may inform the investigation of allostatic load in
health and disease. Additional study is required to understand
how allostasis is associated with the instantiation of acute stress
phenotypes across different temporal bands, and how structural
plastic changes recruited by repeated stress events specifically
remodel large scale networks to potentially anticipate and prepare
for stress.
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